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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

RON Over-expression Induces Acinar-Ductal Metaplasia and Accelerates
Tumorigenesis in a Kras Mutant Mouse Model of Pancreatic Cancer

by

Megan Michelle Harper
Master of Science in Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2013
Professor Andrew M. Lowy, Chair
Professor Gentry Patrick, Co-Chair

RON is increasingly over-expressed during pancreatic cancer progression1,2. It
remains unclear whether RON plays a causal role in tumor formation, or if this
aberrant expression represents an epiphenomenon. We hypothesized that RON overexpression accelerates pancreatic tumorigenesis in the presence of mutant Kras. We
developed a novel transgenic mouse strain in which RON is specifically overexpressed in the pancreas (PDX-1-RON). We then studied the effects of RON over-
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expression alone and in the presence of mutant Kras, the earliest detectable mutation
in pancreatic cancer3-8 (PDX-1-RON/LSL-KrasG12D/PDX-1-Cre, RCK). RCK mice
demonstrated accelerated ADM and PanIN progression compared to mutant Kras
only controls (LSL-KrasG12D/PDX-1-Cre, CK). RCK mice displayed visible ADM foci
and high grade PanIN as early as 6 weeks, with invasive carcinoma and metastasis
detectable as early as 3 months. RCK mice had decreased survival compared to CK
mice.
Compared to controls, RCK mice displayed earlier and increased incidence of
nuclear Phospho-β-catenin (Y654), apical MMP7, and activated Notch1. Epithelial
pancreatic cancer cell lines derived from this model that over-expressed RON mRNA
also showed increased expression of β-catenin and MSP, the RON ligand, mRNA.
This work suggests two novel roles for RON signaling as a promoter of ADM:
1) via β-catenin phosphorylation leading to increased MMP7 expression and
subsequent Notch1 activation and 2) through Notch1 activation by increased
expression of Delta1. This further validates RON as a potential therapeutic target in
pancreatic cancer, and provides a useful model for studying the role of RON signaling
in pancreatic tumor biology.

xi

INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic Cancer
Pancreatic cancer is the fourth leading cause of cancer death worldwide, with
a five-year survival rate <5%. Median survival for patients with locally advanced and
metastatic disease is 10 and 6 months, respectively. Approximately 44,000 patients
will be diagnosed with this disease in the US each year. The dismal prognosis
associated with pancreatic cancer is largely due to lack of distinct, early detection
methods. Patients are rarely diagnosed with early stage or non-metastatic tumors.
Symptoms of pancreatic cancer tend to present late in the course of the disease and
are non-specific, including abdominal pain, weight loss, and fatigue. Targeted
agents, as well as predictive biomarkers of therapeutic response, have yet to be
developed for pancreatic cancer. The current standard of care, depending stage,
includes surgical resection, cytotoxic chemotherapy, and/ or radiation. 9-11
In humans, pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanIN) is a precursor to
invasive cancer. These lesions are graded histologically as low (PanIN1A and 1B) or
high (PanIN2 and 3). Low grade PanIN have been shown to harbor activating Kras
mutations, have shortened telomeres, and have increased expression of Her-2,
S100A11, survivin, and COX-2 compared to normal tissue. High grade PanIN have
been shown to over-express cyclinD1, KI-67, β-catenin and down-regulate or
inactivate tumor suppressors p16/CDKN2A, p53, SMAD4/DPC4, and BRCA2
compared to normal tissue. Additionally, PanIN, in particular high grade lesions,
express an abundance of MUC1, MUC4, MUC5AC, and MUC6, but do not express
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MUC2. This lies in direct contrast to other neoplastic pancreatic lesions, such as
Intraductal Mucinous Neoplasms (IPMN’s). 5, 6, 8, 12, 13
Hingorani et al. have demonstrated that PanIN formation with progression to
invasive cancer with can be faithfully recapitulated in murine models through
expression of mutant Kras (G12D) alone in the mouse pancreas8. These results
confirm that this is a driving mutation in pancreatic cancer. Additionally, over 90% of
human specimens have activating Kras mutations, specifically G12D, making it the
most common mutation in pancreatic cancer and demonstrating the validity of
studying this disease in transgenic murine models5, 13.
Acinar-Ductal Metaplasia (ADM)
Acinar- ductal metaplasia (ADM) is a phenomenon in which acinar cells adopt
ductal protein expression patterns and shift to an abnormal ductal phenotype. ADM
has previously been implicated in the formation of cancerous pancreatic lesions.
Instead of progressing through the canonical stages of PanIN formation, ADM foci
appear to proceed directly to a high grade PanIN formation.14-24 ADM foci are known
to transiently express Nestin during the transition from acinar to ductal phenotype25.
Additionally, these lesions demonstrate elevated expression patterns of other Notch
pathway components, such as Hes1, that promote this transdifferentiation event26-28.
In murine models, MMP7 (matrilysin), a target of the transcription factor β-catenin,
has been shown to cleave Notch1. This activates Notch1 in a ligand independent
manner and subsequently leads to ADM formation. 20
Additionally, ADM foci have been associated with SOX9 expression and Stat3
activation14, 16, 24. Kopp et al. demonstrated that SOX9 is required for ADM in certain
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murine models14. Miyatsuka et al. demonstrated that persistent expression of PDX-1
is sufficient to induce ADM through a mechanism involving Stat3 activation16.
Together these findings show that there are multiple mechanisms capable of driving
ADM in the setting of pancreatic cancer.
Recepteur d’origine Nantais (RON)
Over-expression of the recepteur d’origine nantais (RON) has been implicated
in a variety of cancers, including breast, ovarian, head and neck squamous cell,
colon, and pancreas cancer1, 29-31. RON is up-regulated in approximately 80% of
human pancreatic cancer specimens, making this an appealing therapeutic target.
RON is typically expressed during embryonic development; however, RON
expression is low or absent in normal adult pancreatic tissues.2
RON is a member of the MET proto-oncogene receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)
family, which also includes Stk (the murine analog of RON), c-Met, and c-Sea (a
chicken cell-surface receptor). The evolutionary conservation of RON suggests that it
plays a significant role and holds a vital function across different species. Complete
ablation of RON in murine models results in embryonic lethality, suggesting its
importance in development. 1, 30, 32, 33
RON can be expressed in macrophages and epithelial cells. A molecular
mechanism involving RON signaling in macrophages in the context of pancreatic
cancer progression has yet to be deciphered; however it is known that RON is overexpressed on epithelial cells in this disease. In disease-free environments, RON is
known to be involved with adhesion and wound healing, particularly in the skin and
other epithelial surfaces. 1, 30, 32, 33
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Mstr1, the gene that encodes the RON protein, is located on chromosome
region 3p21 in mice. The full-length form of murine RON is 180kDa, where the alphaand beta-subunits are approximately 40kDa and 150kDa, respectively.

34

The only

known ligand of the RON receptor is Macrophage Stimulating Protein (MSP), which
has significant homology to Hepatocyte Growth Factor, the c-Met ligand1, 30, 32, 33, 35. In
response to MSP binding, RON dimerizes, resulting in auto-phosphorylation within its
kinase catalytic domain. This subsequently triggers downstream signaling pathways
that may result in increased proliferation, angiogenesis, motility, invasiveness,
resistance to apoptosis, tubular morphogenesis, and epithelial-mesenchymal
transition (EMT). Downstream pathways activated by RON signaling include
important oncogenic targets, including AKT(PI3K), ERK1/2(MAPK), and STAT3. 1, 30,
32

RON has also been shown to be an important Kras effector and mediator of
Kras oncogene addiction36, 37. Down-regulation of RON can sensitize pancreatic
cancer cells to Gemcitabine therapy, a mainstay of pancreatic cancer therapy, in
vivo38. Furthermore, RON has been shown to inhibit hemidesmisome formation, a
complex cells use to attach to the extracellular matrix (ECM), by disrupting the
interaction between Plectin and ITGβ439. This data strengthens the correlation
between RON expression and invasive disease. Additionally, RON expression has
been linked to increased total β-catenin expression40-42, but the mechanism by which
this occurs in pancreas cancer is still unknown.
Beta-catenin
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In Wnt/β-catenin signaling, GSK3β phosphorylates β-catenin on serines 33
and 37. Phosphorylation causes stabilization of β-catenin, which can lead to nuclear
translocation. Once in the nucleus, P-β-catenin can act as a transcription factor.
Phosphorylation on S33 and S37 also triggers the formation of a degradation
complex, which includes Axin and APC. This complex ultimately ubiquitinates βcatenin and triggers proteasomal degradation.
Alternatively, both RON and MET have been shown to phosphorylate βcatenin on tyrosine resides 654 and 670. This type of phosphorylation also stabilizes
β-catenin and can lead to nuclear translocation.43, 44 After translocation to the nucleus,
β-catenin can act as a transcriptional activator of cyclin-D1, AP-1, c-myc, and MMP7,
all of which are up-regulated in pancreatic cancer. 44, 45
There is limited understanding of the regulatory mechanisms governing
transcription of β-catenin. It is known that MEF246, pRB47, and CDK847 promote while
E2F147 and NKX2-548 inhibit β-catenin transcriptional activation. Various epigenetic
modifications can increase or repress β-catenin expression through such transcription
factors as p30049, MAML150, 51, and various histone acetylases46. Additionally, Wang
et al., demonstrate that Sox9 can activate β-catenin in a positive feedback loop52.
This is significant in light of the finding that SOX9 is required for ADM. Together these
results suggest that β-catenin may play a role in ADM.
MMP7
Increased expression of MMP7, the smallest of the metalloproteinases, has
been linked with increased metastasis in pancreatic cancer53, 54. MMP7 expression is
also associated with PanIN of all grades in both human and murine models19, 20. Like
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larger metalloproteinases, MMP7 is capable of degrading extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins including gelatins, basement membrane collagen types I and IV, fibronectin,
laminin, elastin, and E-cadherin55. Degradation of these ECM components is thought
to facilitate the motility of cancer cells and promote metastasis5. As MMP7 is a
transcriptional target of β-catenin56, 57, this led us to hypothesize that the increased
incidence of metastasis associated with RON expression may be related, at least in
part, to increased MMP7 expression. Additionally, we hypothesized that elevated
MMP7 expression downstream of RON signaling could activate Notch1, thereby
leading to ADM.
Notch
Notch1 is part of the Notch family of transmembrane receptors, which includes
Notch1, Notch2, Notch3, and Notch4. Notch has been shown to be important for
pancreatic development and repair of epithelial tissues.58 59, 60 It can modulate the
differentiation of progenitor cells27, 61 and Notch activation is often associated with
drug resistant cancer stem cell phenotypes62.
Known ligands for Notch1 include the single-pass transmembrane proteins
Delta1 and Jagged1. Homozygous loss of these ligands is embryonically lethal63.
Activation of Notch1 through ligand binding occurs from cell-to-cell contact. Binding of
Delta1 or Jagged1 to the extracellular region of Notch1 induces proteolytic cleavage
of Notch by the “A disintegrin and metalloproteinase” (ADAM)-family and γsecretase.58, 59 This cleavage releases the Notch Intracellular Domain (NICD), which
can translocate to the nucleus and act as a transcription factor in conjunction with coactivators such as CBF-1, MAML-1, -2, and -359. Once in the nucleus, the NICD can
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induce expression of downstream proteins such as Nestin, Hes1, Hey1, c-Myc, and
p2158, 59.
Alternatively, metalloproteinases (MMP’s) can cleave the Notch family of
proteins independent of ligand biding53, 64, 65. Specifically, MMP7 has been shown to
induce cleavage of Notch1 by γ-secretase20, 65, 66. This activity appears sufficient to
induce ADM19, 59. Aberrant activation of Notch1 and expression of Hes1 is associated
with ADM and high-grade PanIN27, 67.
Furthermore, cells expressing PDX-1 are sensitive to Notch1 expression68.
Active Notch1 maintains PDX-1 expressing cells in an undifferentiated state by
preventing Ngn3 expression, a trigger of endocrine differentiation60, 69-71. Under
normal circumstances, PDX-1 is a marker for pancreatic progenitor cells that can lead
to exocrine, endocrine, and ductal cell populations60, 69, 70. However, PDX-1 has been
shown to increase during pancreatic cancer progression16.
Summary
In this study, we tested the hypothesis that RON over-expression accelerates
pancreatic carcinogenesis in the setting of oncogenic Kras. We show that in the
presence of mutant Kras, RON over-expression is associated with accelerated acinarductal metaplasia, PanIN formation, and progression to invasive and metastatic
pancreatic cancer compared to CK controls. We further hypothesized that RON overexpression drives acinar-ductal metaplasia through a mechanism involving β-catenin,
MMP7, and Notch1. RON is known to phosphorylate β-catenin on Y654, leading to
stabilization and nuclear translocation. Nuclear β-catenin controls expression of
multiple genes, including MMP7. We then hypothesized that increased expression of
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MMP7 would then activate Notch1 leading to ADM formation. This novel mechanism
would help to elucidate how RON over-expression increases invasion and metastasis
in pancreatic cancer, thereby illuminating possible future therapeutic opportunities.
We show that in the presence of mutant Kras, RON over-expression results in
increased nuclear phospho-β-catenin (Y654) expression, apical expression of MMP7
in ductal cells, and increased activated-Notch1 in acinar cells, ADM foci and PanIN.
We also show murine cell lines over-expressing RON are associated with increased
MSP, PDX-1, and Delta1. Interestingly, we show that RON may also act
synergistically on the Notch pathway to drive ADM by increasing Delta1. This
suggests a novel pathway to ADM formation that is independent of MMP7 activation.

RESULTS
Pdx-1-RON/ Pdx-1-Cre/ LSL-KrasG12D Transgenic Murine Model Characterization
Transgenic mice were generated by over-expressing a wild type-RON mini-gene,
which includes exons 1-19, driven by a Pdx-1 promoter to achieve pancreas-specific
RON over-expression (Figure 1A). We utilized the identical promoter used to drive Cre
expression in the Pdx-1-Cre /Kras-LSLGD12 (CK) strain generated by Hingorani et al.,
which develops pancreatic duct neoplasia. Pdx-1-RON mice were crossed with LSLKrasG12D mice to yield Pdx-1-RON/ LSL-KrasG12D mice (RK). RK mice were then bred to
Pdx-1-Cre mice in order to generate mice over-expressing RON in the presence of
oncogenic Kras (RCK) (Figure 1C). Pancreata from this lineage were analyzed for RON
expression levels via Western Blot analysis. Mice with the highest levels of RON
expression were propagated forward (Figure 1B).
RON is over-expressed in 80% of human pancreatic cancers. However, human
pancreatic cancer specimens contain a myriad of genetic mutations and altered protein
expression patterns. Whether over-expression of RON contributes to drive early
pancreatic duct neoplasia was unknown. In our novel murine model, Pdx-1-RON mice
developed no pancreatic phenotype prior to 12 months. At 18 months, one of four
animals developed primary pancreatic duct adenocarcinoma with widespread metastasis
(Figure 2A-B). Not surprisingly, these results demonstrate that while high RON
expression can result in pancreatic cancer at long latency, RON over-expression is not
likely to be an early driver of pancreatic cancer formation.
Mutant Kras (G12D) is present in over 90% of human pancreatic cancers and is
known to be an early driver of disease formation, as demonstrated by Hingorani et al. In
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order to create a transgenic model that more closely recapitulates human pancreatic
cancer formation and progression, we began to explore the effect of RON overexpression in Kras mutant mice (RCK). To characterize disease progression, we
retrospectively analyzed histological samples stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin
(H&E). Histological grading was performed by two independent reviewers, and all grades
were reviewed and confirmed by a specialized anatomic pathologist.
RCK mice exhibit accelerated PanIN development compared to CK mice
(p<0.05). High-grade PanIN were visible in RCK mice at 6 weeks, with invasive
carcinoma and metastasis detectable as early as 3 months (Figures 3B). Overall, RCK
mice displayed more total lesions and fewer normal ducts compared to CK mice.
Additionally, RCK mice demonstrate a greater ratio of high-grade to low-grade lesions,
particularly at late time-points (6 and 9 months). (Figure 3) By 12 months, normal RCK
pancreatic tissue was ablated due to profound disease progression and could no longer
be quantitated.
Acinar-ductal metaplasia (ADM) was also accelerated in RCK mice. ADM foci
were confirmed through immunofluorescence with CK19 (duct specific) and amylase
(acinar specific) markers. Co-labeling of these markers confirmed ADM in individual cells
while co-localization confirmed ADM foci in the process of transitioning. ADM foci were
present beginning at 6 weeks in RCK mice, which were increased compared to CK
controls (p<0.05) (Figure 3). CK mice lacked obvious ADM formation at 6 weeks, and
had few ADM foci even at 3 months. RCK mice demonstrate pronounced ADM at by 6
months, correlating with progression to invasive carcinoma. CK mice began to display
moderate ADM formation at 6 and 9 months. (Figure 4)
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Overall, RON over-expression led to decreased survival in RCK mice compared
to CK mice, with a median survival of 47 weeks (95% CI 43-51 weeks) (Figure 5). Taken
together this data demonstrates that RON over-expression in the presence of mutant
Kras causes accelerated pancreatic cancer formation in Pdx-1-RON/ Pdx-1-Cre/ LSLKrasG12D mice. This is an important finding that validates RON as a potential therapeutic
target in pancreatic cancer and provides a model that will be useful for studying the role
of RON signaling in pancreatic tumor biology.
RON Over-expression Correlates with Accumulation of Nuclear Phospho-β-Catenin in
ADM
The observation of accelerated ADM in RCK mice led us to hypothesize that
RON over-expression played a key role in this process. We therefore set out to
investigate the mechanisms by which RON may promote ADM formation. We
hypothesized that RON induced phosphorylation of β-catenin on Y654 and Y670. Once
phosphorylated, β-catenin would become stabilized and then translocate into the
nucleus. Once in the nucleus, P-β-catenin can act as a transcription factor and activate
MMP7 transcription. From there, MMP7 could induce activated-Notch expression,
leading to increased ADM. (Figure 6).
P-β-catenin (Y654) is absent in normal acini and ductal structures in both RCK
and CK mice. Compared to CK mice, RCK mice exhibited earlier and increased
expression of nuclear P-β-catenin (Y654) in ductal and acinar cells. Increased P-βcatenin expression in RCK mice persists beyond significant ADM and PanIN formation.
At 6 weeks, immunofluorescence of CK and RCK pancreata revealed only
minimal Phospho-β-catenin (Y654) cytoplasmic localization within neoplastic ductal cells.
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Importantly, however, nuclear Phospho-β-catenin(P-β-catenin) is present in ductal cells
at 6 weeks, while it is absent in CK mice. (Figure 7, A and B) RCK animals begin to
display nuclear localization of P-β-catenin in acinar cells as early as 3 months (Figure
7D), and pronounced expression at 6 months in neoplastic ductal cells. Additionally,
cytoplasmic expression increases in ductal cells at 6 months in RCK (Figure 7F). RCK
animals display pronounced progression of P-β-catenin in ductal nuclei at later timepoints (9 and12 months). (Figure 7, H and J) CK controls display moderate cytoplasmic
expression and very minimal nuclear localization at later time-points. (Figure 7, G and I)
RON Over-expression Correlates with Apical Expression of MMP7 in ADM
In both CK and RCK mice, MMP7 expression is absent in normal acini and ductal
structures. Compared to CK mice, RCK mice display earlier and increased apical
expression of MMP7 in PanIN and ADM foci. Increased MMP7 expression in RCK mice
persists beyond significant ADM and PanIN formation.
Both CK and RCK animals display low levels of MMP7 in acinar cells across all
time-points. In RCK mice, MMP7 expression in acinar cells further decreases at 3
months while its expression concurrently increases on the apical surface of ductal cells.
In contrast, low level expression of MMP7 remains present in the acini of CK mice and
remains absent in ductal cells at 3 months. (Figure 8, C and D)
At 6 months, acinar MMP7 expression continues to decrease while apical
expression of MMP7 in neoplastic ducts increases in RCK mice. MMP7 expression in
acinar cells persists at 6 months in CK mice. Even at 6 months, CK mice fail to express
MMP7 in ductal cells and PanIN. (Figure 8, E and F) At 9 and 12 months, MMP7
expression in acinar cells is virtually absent in RCK animals. Apical MMP7 expression
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continues to increase in RCK mice through 9 and 12 months compared to CK controls.
At 12 months, CK mice first demonstrate expression of MMP7 on the apical surface of
ductal cells. (Figure 8, G-J)
RON Over-expression is Associated with Increased Expression of Activated-Notch1
In both RCK and CK mice, activated-Notch1 is absent in normal ductal structures
and is instead limited to developing ADM foci, PanIN, and invasive carcinoma.
Expression of activated-Notch1 is greatly accelerated in RCK mice compared to agematched CK controls across all time-points. Most notably, RCK mice demonstrate
increased expression of activated-Notch1 in acinar cells and ADM foci compared to agematched CK controls.
At 6 weeks, neither RCK nor CK mice express activated-Notch1 in neoplastic
ducts or acinar cells. (Figure 9, A and B) CK mice begin to exhibit low levels of
activated-Notch1 in some ADM foci and PanIN at 3 months. At the same time-point,
RCK mice display pronounced expression of activated-Notch1 in the majority of ADM
foci and PanIN, with little expression of activated-Notch1 in normal ducts. (Figure 9, C
and D) At 6 months, CK mice begin to exhibit an increasing percentage of ADM foci and
PanIN with low levels of activated-Notch1 compared to 3 month CK mice. RCK mice at 6
months continue to demonstrate a dramatic increase of aberrant activated-Notch1
expression, which is highly associated with ADM and PanIN. (Figure 9, E and F)
At 9 months, some CK mice begin to display pronounced production of activatedNotch1 in PanIN and ADM foci, while other 9 month CK mice display approximately
equally divided populations of lesions with and without activated-Notch1. RCK mice at 9
months display a pronounced increase in expression of activated-Notch1 that correlates
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with progression ADM and PanIN formation. (Figure 9, G and H) CK mice at 12 months
again demonstrate approximately equally divided populations of lesions with and without
activated-Notch1, with no significant increase in expression compared to 9 month CK
mice. At 12 months, RCK mice display widely diffuse expression of activated-Notch1 in
PanIN, ADM foci, and invasive carcinoma. (Figure 9, I and J)
Accelerated Ductal Expression of Delta1 is Associated with RON Over-expression
In both RCK and CK mice, Dll1 expression is absent in normal ductal structures.
Normal acini express varying levels of Dll1 in RCK, CK, and WT mice. Delta1 (Dll1)
expression within neoplastic ducts is increased in RCK mice compared to age-matched
CK controls. However, whether this increased expression is due to a direct effect of
RON over-expression remains unclear.
At 6 weeks, both RCK and CK mice are negative for Dll1 in normal pancreatic
duct cells. In both RCK and CK mice, only some of ADM foci and PanIN present express
Dll1. Foci expressing Dll1 display cytoplasmic and punctate expression. RCK mice
demonstrate increased high Dll1 expression on the membranes and in the cytoplasm of
normal acinar cells compared to CK mice. Islet cells are negative for Dll1 expression in
both RCK and CK mice at 6 weeks. (Figure 10, A and B)
At 3 months, a majority of ducts in CK mice have normal phenotypes and are
negative for Dll1 expression. Although many PanIN and ADM foci present in CK mice at
3 months are positive for Dll1 expression, moderate numbers of lesions remain negative
for Dll1 expression. As with 6 week CK mice, acinar cells in 3 month CK mice generally
show weak, diffuse cytoplasmic Dll1 expression. Increased high Dll1 expression in the
membranes of some acinar cells is noted, while its expression is completely absent in
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other acinar cells. Islets do not express Dll1 in 3 month CK mice. Three month RCK
mice demonstrate a profound increase in Dll1 expression in ductal cells of lesions
compared to 6 week RCK and 3 month CK mice. In stark contrast to CK mice, RCK mice
at this time-point display abundant Dll1 expression in nearly all ductal structures of
PanIN and ADM foci. Acinar cells show increased high Dll1 membrane expression
compared to CK controls. Additionally, the majority of islet cells of 3 month RCK mice
express Dll1 (data not shown). (Figure 10, C and D)
Compared to 3 month CK mice, high Dll1 membrane and cytoplasmic expression
in acinar cells is increased in 6 month CK mice. The majority of Dll1 expression in 6
month CK mice arises in ADM foci. Ductal structures within lesions continue to display
reduced and infrequent Dll1 expression compared to RCK mice. Like in RCK, high grade
PanIN in 6 month CK mice are typically associated with increased, strong Dll1
expression, while in CK mice PanIN and ADM foci are generally devoid of Dll1. At 6
months, RCK continue to show dramatic Dll1 expression in the majority of PanIN and
ADM lesions. The few lesions without Dll1 expression present with more normal
phenotypes. As in CK mice, transitioning acinar cells in ADM foci are mostly positive for
Dll1 expression. However, RCK mice at 6 months exhibit more Dll1 positive ductal cells
within PanIN and ADM foci compared to CK mice. Acinar cells in 6 month RCK mice
continue to show strong membrane expression of Dll1. Additionally, many individual or
clustered acinar cells have extremely high Dll1 expression within the cytoplasm, giving a
“patchwork” effect on the background of other acinar cells with moderate, diffuse Dll1
expression. The majority of islets for both RCK and CK mice express Dll1 at 6 months.
(Figure 10, E and F)
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At 9 months, CK mice display increased Dll1 expression in ADM and PanIN. As
with earlier time-points, albeit less frequently, Dll1 expression is absent in more lesions
compared to RCK mice. The majority of positive lesions remain in transitioning ADM.
However, increased ductal Dll1 expression in present in many lesions compared to 6
months. The majority of acinar cells in 9 month CK mice exhibit intense Dll1 expression
throughout the cell, or localized strong expression to the membrane. Lesions in RCK
mice at 9 months are dominated by strong Dll1 expression. Very few, if any, ductal
structures with ADM and PanIN lack Dll1 expression. Nine month RCK mice continue to
demonstrate increased Dll1 positive ductal cells within PanIN and ADM foci compared to
CK mice. The “patchwork” effect of Dll1 expression in acinar cells noted at 6 months
remains in 9 month RCK mice. Islet in both RCK and CK mice remain positive for Dll1
expression. (Figure 10, G and H)
At 12 months, CK mice show dramatic Dll1 expression in ductal structures of
PanIN and ADM lesions. Although rare, lesions without Dll1 expression are present.
High, diffuse expression of cytoplasmic and membrane Dll1 is noted in acinar cells at
this stage. At 12 months, normal pancreatic structure is nearly ablated in RCK mice.
Correspondingly, Dll1 expression within lesions of 12 month RCK mice is widespread,
intense, and present in all but a few lesions. Remaining acinar cells at this stage present
with strong membrane and/ or cytoplasmic Dll1 expression. (Figure 10, I and J)
In summary, at early time-points (6 weeks and 3 months), CK mice display weak
and diffuse Dll1 expression in normal acinar cells. In contrast, RCK mice demonstrate
increased strong expression of Dll1 localized to both the cytoplasm and membrane in
normal acinar cells. In RCK mice, Dll1 expression is generally intense, strong, and
widespread within the ductal cells of a given area of ADM or PanIN, and increases with
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lesion formation and invasive carcinoma. In contrast, CK mice present with many Dll1
negative ductal cells within lesions, or lesions with fewer ductal cells expressing Dll1
within a given lesion until later time-points (9 and 12 months). Both RCK and CK mice
exhibit strong association of Dll1 expression in transitioning cells demonstrating ADM.
RON Co-localizes with P-B-catenin, MMP7 and Activated-Notch in RCK and CK Mice
To further explore whether the increased P-β-catenin (Y654), MMP7, and
activated-Notch1 expression we observed in RCK mice was in fact due to RON overexpression, we serially sectioned pancreas tissue samples from RCK and CK mice and
immunostained them as before.
At 6 weeks, RCK and CK mice exhibit RON expression levels comparable to
Wild Type mice. While, RON expression increases, there are both RCK and CK mice
with low or negative RON expression at 3 and 6 months. However, when RCK mice do
express RON, they demonstrate stronger expression compared to age controlled CK
mice at 6 and 9 months. Compared to 6 months, PanIN and ADM foci begin to
demonstrate increased RON expression at 9 months in RCK and CK mice. (Data not
shown)
RON often co-localizes with regions of P-β-catenin and activated-Notch in both
RCK and CK mice. Additionally, PanIN and ADM foci expressing MMP7 nearly always
co-localize with RON, P-β-catenin, and activated-Notch1 expression in CK mice at 12
months. These results strongly suggest that RON can phosphorylate β-catenin, leading
to increased MMP7 expression and subsequent activated-Notch1. (Figure 11)
RON Co-localizes with Activated-Notch and Delta1 in RCK and CK Mice
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We sought to investigate whether RON can promote Notch1 activation in a more
direct manner by increasing Delta1(Dll1) expression. We again serially sectioned tissue
samples from RCK and CK mice and immunostained them. In these studies, we
observed that Dll1 co-localized with RON and activated Notch1 in both RCK and CK
mice at 12 months. These findings strongly suggest a novel mechanism in which RON
can act through Dll1 to accelerate pancreatic tumorigenesis. (Figure 12)
Increased B-catenin and MSP are Associated with High RON Expression in Murine Cell
Lines
Next, we sought to further test our hypotheses by studying the effects of RON
expression in pancreatic murine epithelial cell lines. In conjunction with two previously
isolated PanIN cell lines (CK lineage) we created six novel epithelial murine pancreatic
cancer cell lines to use for this purpose. Through qPCR analysis, we identified three cell
lines that expressed high levels of RON mRNA compared to other lines. We have
termed these lines as “RON High,” and all other lines as “RON Low.”
Our results show that RON High lines express nearly 21-fold more RON mRNA
compared to RON Low lines (p<0.005). Additionally, RON High lines express 2.7-fold
more β-catenin (p<0.05) mRNA. When all RON High lines were analyzed, there was a
23.3-fold increase in MSP mRNA expression, but this was not significant. However, one
of the three RON High lines appeared to be an outlier in the group for MSP mRNA
expression. When this line was censored in analysis, an 81.38-fold increase is noted
between RON High and Low lines (P<0.0001). (Figure 14, 15) This indicates that more
RON High lines should be included in further characterization of RON High vs. RON Low
murine epithelial pancreatic cancer cell lines to determine if there is a true difference in
MSP mRNA expression when RON mRNA is high or low.
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RON High lines also express non-significant increases in Dll1, Jagged1, PDX-1,
and Hes1 mRNA compared to RON Low lines. (Figure 14, 15) Although these results
are not statistically significant, they are intriguing and serve as the foundation for
possible future studies. No significant difference in MMP7 mRNA expression was noted
between RON High and RON Low lines.
We sought to further confirm the above results by observing changes in mRNA
and protein levels upon RON activation or inhibition. All cell lines responded to MSP
stimulation, as observed by increased P-AKT and P-Erk1/2 expression after incubation
with murine MSP for 15 minutes. Despite this, neither total β-catenin nor P-β-catenin
(Y654) protein expression increased in any cell line following MSP stimulation. (Figure
13) Additionally, when stimulated with MSP or inhibited with BMS-777607 (a potent Met
Kinase Family inhibitor) for 12 hours, no significant changes were observed after qPCR
analysis (Figure 15).

This section is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the
material presented here. Harper, Megan M; Babicky, Michele L; Jaquish, Dawn;
Chakedis , Jeffery, Mose, Geline; French, Randall; Lowy, AM. The thesis author was the
primary researcher and author of this material.
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Figure 1: Generation of Transgeneic Murine Model Over-expressing RON in the
Presence of Mutant Kras
A) Structure of the RON mini-gene under the control of a PDX-1 promoter randomly
inserted into the murine genome.
B) Western Blot Analysis of RON over-expression in PDX-1-RON mice.
C) Breeding strategy used to generate RCK and CK mice.
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Figure 2: PDX-1-RON Mice Exhibit Primary Pancreatic Neoplasm and Metastasis at
Long Latency
A) Gross Image of one of four PDX-1-RON mice aged to 18 months with primary
pancreatic neoplasm.
B) Representative H&E section of lung metastasis.
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Figure 3: RCK Mice Demonstrate Accelerated PanIN Compared to CK Controls
A,C, E, G, I) Representative H&E sections from CK mice at 6 weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12
months respectively. All images are 20x.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative H&E sections from RCK mice at 6 weeks, 3, 6, 9, and
12 months respectively. All images are 20x.
K) Quantification of total lesions in RCK and CK mice at 6 weeks, 3, 6, and 9
months.
L) Percentage of high grade PanIN and ADM lesions in RCK and CK mice at 6 and 9
months
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Figure 3: continued
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Figure 4: RCK Mice Demonstrate Accelerated Acinar-Ductal Metaplasia Compared
to CK Controls
Amylase/ CK19/ DAPI
A,C, E, G, I) Representative immunofluorescent sections from CK mice at 6 weeks,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative immunofluorescent sections from RCK mice at 6
weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
White arrows: amylase and CK19 co-expression, indicative of ADM
White arrowheads: ductal cells expressing only CK19, demonstrating normal ductal
differentiation
All images are 20x.
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Figure 7: Nuclear P-β-catenin (Y654) Expression in Ductal and Acinar Cells is
Increased in RCK Mice Compared to CK Controls
Phospho-β-Catenin (Y654)/ CK19/ DAPI
A,C, E, G, I) Representative immunofluorescent sections from CK mice at 6 weeks,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative immunofluorescent sections from RCK mice at 6
weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
White arrowheads: P-β-catenin nuclear localization in ductal cells
White arrows: P-β-catenin cytoplasmic localization in ductal cells
Yellow arrowheads: P-β-catenin nuclear localization in acinar cells
Yellow arrows: P-β-catenin cytoplasmic localization in acinar cells
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
I: Islet
All images are 40x.
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Figure 8: Apical MMP7 Expression is Increased in RCK Mice Compared to CK
Controls
MMP7/ CK19/ DAPI
A,C, E, G, I) Representative immunofluorescent sections from CK mice at 6 weeks,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative immunofluorescent sections from RCK mice at 6
weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
White arrows: Ductal cells with apical MMP7 expression
I: Islet cells
A: Arteries
V: Vessels
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
All images are 20x
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Figure 9: Activated-Notch1 Expression is Increased in PanIN and ADM Foci in
RCK Mice Compared to CK Controls
ActivatedNotch1/ CK19/ Amylase/ DAPI
A,C, E, G, I) Representative immunofluorescent sections from CK mice at 6 weeks,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative immunofluorescent sections from RCK mice at 6
weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
I: Islet cells
A: Arteries
V: Vessels
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
All images are 20x
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Figure 10: Delta1 (Dll1) Expression is Increased in Ductal Cells in RCK Mice
Compared to CK Controls
Dll1/ CK19/ Amylase/ DAPI
A,C, E, G, I) Representative immunofluorescent sections from CK mice at 6 weeks,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
B, D, F, H, J) Representative immunofluorescent sections from RCK mice at 6
weeks, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months respectively.
White arrows: acinar cells and ADM lesions expressing Dll1
White arrowheads: ductal cells expressing Dll1
I: Islet cells
A: Arteries
V: Vessels
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
All images are 20x
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Figure 11: RON Expression Co-localizes with P-β-catenin (Y654), MMP7, and
Activated-Notch1 in Neoplastic Ducts in 12 Month RCK and CK Mice
A, B, C) Serial sections of a representative area in a 12 month CK showing RON colocalization with P-β-catenin, MMP7, and activated-Notch1 in neoplastic ducts.
D, E, F) Serial sections of a representative area in a 12 month RCK showing RON
co-localization with P-β-catenin, MMP7, and activated-Notch1 in neoplastic
ducts.
White arrows: areas of RON co-localization with P-β-catenin, MMP7, and activatedNotch1.
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
All images are 20x
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Figure 12: RON Expression Co-localizes with Activated-Notch1 and Dll1 in ADM
Foci and Neoplastic Ducts in 12 Month RCK and CK Mice
A-F) Serial sections of a representative area in a 12 month CK demonstrating colocalization of RON with activated-Notch1 and Dll1 expression in neoplastic
ducts. Dotted box represents the area of 20x image below.
A-F) Serial sections of a representative area in a 12 month RCK demonstrating colocalization of RON with activated-Notch1 and Dll1 expression in ADM foci and
neoplastic ducts. Dotted box represents the area of 20x image below.
White arrows: areas of RON co-localization with activated-Notch1 and Dll1.
I: Islet
DR: Desmoplastic Reaction
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Figure 13: Murine Epithelial Pancreas Cancer Cell Line Protein Expression
Characterization
A) Immunoblots for presence of epithelial markers (E-cadherin and Pan-Keratin)
and mesenchymal markers (αSMA and Vimentin) to identify new epithelial cell
lines. Note that all cell lines express E-cadherin and Pan-Keratin, but not αSMA
or Vimentin.
B) Immunoblots demonstrating murine epithelial pancreas cancer cell line response
to murine MSP. Response to MSP was demonstrated by increased expression of
P-Akt and P-Erk1/2 after incubated with MSP for 15 minutes (+MSP) as
compared to untreated controls. Note lack of increased P-β-catenin expression
after MSP stimulation.
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Figure 14: mRNA Expression Characterization of RON High vs. RON Low Murine
Epithelial Pancreas Cancer Cell Lines
Target mRNA:
A) Murine RON (mRON)
B) β-catenin
C) MSP
D) MSP *outlier omitted from MSP analysis
E) PDX-1
F) Hes1
G) MMP7
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Figure 14: continued
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Figure 14: continued
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Figure 14: continued
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Figure 14: continued
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Figure 15: Fold Change of mRNA Targets in Murine Epithelial Pancreatic Cancer
Cell Lines
A) Fold Increase of mRNA in High RON Expressing Lines vs. Low RON Expressing
Lines
B) Fold Increase of mRNA in High RON Expressing Lines with 12 Hour MSP, BMS,
& BMS+MSP Treatment
C) Fold Increase of mRNA in Low RON Expressing Lines with 12 Hour MSP, BMS,
& BMS+MSP Treatment
*=outlier omitted from RON High MSP analysis
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DISCUSSION
Our work validates the Recepteur d’origine Nantais (RON) receptor tyrosine
kinase as a potential therapeutic target in pancreatic cancer. In this study we have
characterized a novel transgenic murine model where RON is over-expressed in the
presence of mutant Kras (G12D). Additionally, we have created and begun charactering
six novel murine epithelial pancreatic cancer cell lines isolated from our novel transgenic
model.
In Vivo
Our results show that RON over-expression accelerates Kras induced PanIN
progression to invasive adenocarcinoma and metastasis (Figures 2-3). We show that
accelerated pancreatic tumorigenesis caused by RON over-expression is likely due to
increased acinar-ductal metaplasia (ADM) (Figure 4). We observed that RON
expression in both RCK and CK correlates with accumulation of nuclear Phospho-βcatenin (Y654) and apical MMP7 expression in ADM lesions (Figures 7-8, 11). These
results suggest a novel role for RON as a driver of ADM by increasing MMP7 expression
in ADM lesions through β-catenin phosphorylation on Y654 (Figure 6). Additionally,
increased metastasis and invasion associated with RON over-expression may be due to
increased MMP7 expression correlating with ADM.
As RON is an effector of Kras signaling, it is not surprising that CK mice
demonstrate RON expression nearly comparable to that in RCK mice at 12 months.
Weak expression of RON is noted in RCK mice at early time-points (data not shown),
which suggests that extremely high levels of RON are required for visualization with the
antibody used here. This may be a result of poor antibody affinity for murine RON. We
have not found a reliable nor accurate anti-murine RON antibody for use in Western Blot
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analysis nor immunoprecipitation. As such, we are unable to confirm or reject the
absolute accuracy of the RON expression levels observed in this model through
immunofluorescent staining.
RON also correlates with increased acinar and ductal activated-Notch1 and
ductal expression of Delta1 (Dll1) in PanIN. Interestingly, RON over-expression is also
associated with increased membrane acinar cell expression of Dll1 during disease
progression. (Figures 9-10, 12) These results suggest a second novel role for RON as
a driver of ADM, which may be independent of previous assertions that MMP7 is
required for ADM19. Instead, our findings suggest that RON can increase Dll1 expression
directly, which can then activate Notch1 leading to ADM.
Dll1 is known to be over-expressed in pancreas cancer and to increase with
disease progression72-74. Therefore, it is not surprising to note that 12 month CK mice
exhibit comparable Dll1 expression to 12 month RCK mice. It is possible that the
increased Dll1 expression in lesions observed in RCK mice is only due to accelerated
disease progression. However, RCK mice demonstrate fewer Dll1 negative lesions at all
time-points compared to CK controls. This indicates that disease progression may not be
the only factor contributing to increased Dll1 expression lesions in RCK mice.
To investigate whether the differences observed in RCK Dll1 expression patterns
are dependent upon RON, the frequency of ubiquitination of Dll1 should be explored in
this model. MIB1 and MIB2 ubiquitinate Dll1, causing endocytosis, trafficking to the
cytoplasm, and proteasome degradation75. Inactivation or inhibition of MIB1 or 2 may
occur in this model, resulting in increased neoplastic duct expression of Dll1. To test this
theory, MIB1 and 2 expression should be evaluated in the transgenic RCK model.
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Additionally, MIB1 and 2 expression levels following RON activation and inhibition
should be assessed in vitro.
Alternatively, Dll1 transcription may be up-regulated in RCK mice vs. CK mice.
During embryogenesis, Ptf1a cooperates with Rbpj and a class A basic-helix-loop-helix
protein to form the trimeric PTF1-J transcription factor complex76-78. Rbpj is a
transcriptional mediator of canonical Notch signaling. Rbpj is highly expressed during
development and works with Ptf1a to increase transcription of Dll1. In the mature
pancreas, Rbpj is replaced with its close relative, Rbpjl, which is the final step in acinar
differentiation. Rbpjl, however, is not involved in Notch signaling.70, 76-79
All three protein subunits are required for PTF1 function. Masui et al. demonstrate
that in the absence of Rbpjl, low levels of Rbpj can partially compensate for the loss of
Rbpjl by forming the PTF1-J complex, which is absent in the pancreata of mature wild
type mice 80. Dll1 transcription, and subsequent Dll1 protein expression, may be upregulated by increased PTF1-J activity81. To investigate whether RON plays a role in
Rbpj and Rbpjl expression levels, the expression patterns of Rbpj and Rbpjl in the RCK
transgenic model should be explored. If Rbpj is expressed more frequently in areas of
where RON is expressed, then Rbpj and Rbpjl expression levels following RON
activation and inhibition should be assessed in vitro.
A final possibility is that Ngn3 increases in PanIN and ADM foci of RCK and CK
mice. Ngn3 is an embryonic transcription factor that leads to both endocrine and
exocrine lineage cells in the pancreas in early development60, 76, 82. However, by the
secondary regulatory transition during embryogenesis (e13.5), Ngn3 is restricted to
endocrine lineage cells60. Mature pancreata no longer express Ngn3, as expression is
restricted to embryogenesis60. Heremans et al. demonstrate that Ng3 expression in adult
ductal cells can induce Dll1 expression83. Future experiments can include
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immunostaining for Ngn3 in conjunction with CK19 to determine if ductal cells in RCK
mice demonstrate increased Ngn3 expression, thereby leading to increased ductal Dll1.
In Vitro
We observed significant differences in transcription of β-catenin and MSP in cell
lines with high levels of RON compared to lines with low RON mRNA expression. These
results also show that increased RON expression may lead to a positive feed-back loop
by increasing transcription of MSP, the ligand for RON. Additionally, this data supports
previous work demonstrating that RON can increase total β-catenin proteins levels40, 41.
Although Dll1, Jagged1, Pdx-1, and Hes1 mRNA were also increased in RON
High compared to RON Low cell lines, these differences were not statistically significant.
However, future experiments may help to elucidate if the slight increase in the
transcription factor controlling the RON-minigene in our transgenic model, PDX-1, may
take part in another positive feed-back loop leading to increased RON expression.
These results may account for the dramatic acceleration of pancreatic tumorigenesis in
our transgenic mouse model. Additionally, the highly variable, cell line specific MMP7
results observed through qPCR may be subject to tissue dependent and required
microenvironment effects that can only be replicated in vivo.
As this was the first attempt to characterize these RON expressing cell lines, it
must be noted that the group samples here are relatively small. Future studies involving
a greater number of RON High lines may confirm our findings in vivo, and demonstrate
that increased RON expression is associated with increased PDX-1, Dll1, and activatedNotch (as visualized through Hes1). We have already isolated additional novel cell lines
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and are prepared to further elucidate differences between RON High and RON Low
murine epithelial cell lines.
The subtle differences in RON expression apparent in this model at early timepoints (data not shown) are sufficient to drive drastic phenotypic changes in disease
progression. Our in vitro results suggest that our observations in vivo may occur through
subtle differences in protein expression patterns between CK and RCK mice. These
differences may not be able to be visualized easily in vitro with the methods utilized
here. For instance, Western blot analysis may not be sensitive enough to accurately
visualize small, yet biologically significant changes in phosphorylation status of βcatenin.
Another factor contributing to the in vitro results includes the idea that cells
treated for 12 hours with MSP or BMS may undergo chronic MSP stimulation and RON
inhibition. This can produce unforeseen secondary effects in vitro that affect the results
we observed. Future experiments should involve exploring shorter treatment incubation
times for transcriptome analysis to determine if these are an effect of crisis or real
phenomena.
Although the BMS compound used here was tested for functionality in BXPC3
cells (data not shown), its performance was not tested in the novel epithelial murine lines
that this paper focuses on. To ensure that BMS-777607 inhibits RON signaling in these
lines, 1 hour treatment with BMS and subsequent Western Blot analysis of P-Akt and PErk1/2 expression should be compared against untreated cells. This experiment should
also be performed with 1 hour pre-treatment of BMS, followed by a 15 minute incubation
with BMS and MSP.
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Another point to consider is that BMS-777607 inhibits other kinases known to be
important in cancer progression, such as Met, Axl, and Aurora84. Inhibition of these
additional kinases may contribute to the unpredicted results observed here. As there are
few reliable RON inhibitors currently available, future experiments should include
another treatment group with an inhibitor known to target only the Met kinase. This
would allow for differentiation of effects observed from RON inhibition vs. Met inhibition.
Finally, the accelerated pancreatic tumorigenesis in this model may act through
constitutively phosphorylated RON, which acts in a ligand independent manner. Another
possibility is that the effects of RON observed here may occur through other kinases that
can form heterodimers with RON. In this case, signal transduction would be partially
independent of MSP stimulation and BMS inhibition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Transgenic Mouse Model
Mice over-expressing RON in the presence of mutant Kras were created as
identified in the Results section. All mice included in this study were from this novel
model. RCK mice were randomly assigned to age groups and sacrificed at their
respective time points (6 weeks, 3 months, 9 months, or 12 months). Pancreatic
tissues were collected, preserved in paraffin as described below, and retrospective
histological analysis was performed. Histology of RCK mice was compared to CK
controls. Animals demonstrating lymphoma upon necropsy were omitted from the
study, as this is a disease inherent to the strain of mouse used85. Animals showing
signs of dramatic decline in health, such as drastic bloating, lethargy, emaciation,
pronounced distress, etc. were sacrificed and included in the time point nearest to
their age at the time of necropsy.
Genotyping
Genotypes of the above mice were verified via PCR using Clontech’s Terra
PCR Direct Polymerase Mix (CN: 639269). Transnetyx Genotyping Services were
also utilized. For both methods, a ~1mm3 ear section per allele tested was used.
Primer sets (5’-3’) include:
PDX-1 Cre F: AGATGTTCGCGATTATCTTC
PDX-1 Cre R: AGCTACACCAGAGACGG
Mutant Kras F: CCATGGCTTGAGTAAGTCTGC
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Mutant Kras R: CGCAGACTGTAGAGCAGCG
RON Minigene F: TGGGTGGTGAGGTCTGCCAACATGAGCTCC
RON Minigene R: CCGTCTTCGGGAGTTAAAGATCAGGGCAAC
Histology
Hematoxylin & Eosin Staining
Tissue sections were fixed overnight in 10% NBF and subsequently
transferred to 70% ethanol. Paraffin embedding and cutting of tissue sections was
performed by the Histology Core at the Moores Cancer Center. Slides were baked
overnight at 60⁰C. Hematoxylin and Eosin staining occurred as follows: Slides were
deparaffinized with two rinses in Xylene, hydrated using an alcohol gradient, placed in
Gills II Hematoxylin for 3 minutes, placed in 1% acetic acid for 30 seconds, dipped in
Bluing Solution 10 times, placed in Eosin Y for 3 minutes, dehydrated by reversing
the alcohol gradient followed by Xylene. Slides were coverslipped with Permount
(Fischer Scientific) and stored at room temperature.
Immunofluoresecence
Pancreas tissue sections were fixed overnight in 10% NBF and subsequently
transferred to 70% ethanol. Paraffin embedding and cutting of tissue sections was
performed by the Histology Core at the Moores Cancer Center. Slides were baked
overnight at 60⁰C. Slides were deparaffinized with Citrisolv, a Xylene substitute,
hydrated using an alcohol gradient, and rinsed twice in 1x TBS. Slides were then
placed in 1x Citrate Buffer pH 6.0, antigen retrieval solution (Sigma) at 95-100⁰C for
20 minutes. After cooling, slides were again rinsed twice in 1x TBS. Slides were
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blocked in 10% serum + 5% BSA in 1x TBS for 1 hour at room temperature. If primary
antibodies included a mouse host, slides were treated with Mouse on Mouse (MOM)
Kit (Vector Laboratories, Inc) following the manufacturer’s recommendations for MOM
Mouse IgG Blocking Reagent for 1 hour at room temperature, two rinses in 1x PBS,
adding MOM diluents for 5 min then removing the excess, and diluting the primary
antibodies in the MOM diluents. Slides were incubated overnight at 4⁰C with primary
antibodies diluted as described above for MOM combinations, or in 1x TBS-T (0.1%
Tween-20) for non-mouse host combinations. Slides were rinse three times in 1x
TBS-T, and once in 1x TBS. Slides were then incubated with secondary ALEXA
antibodies (1:500) in TBS for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides were rinsed twice in
1x TBS-T and placed in 5µg/mL DAPI in TBS for 5 minutes at room temperature.
Slides were rinsed twice in 1x TBS, and once in ddH2O before coverslipping with
Prolong (Invitrogen). Slides were allowed to dry overnight at room temperature and
subsequently stored at 4⁰C.
Primary Antibodies used were as follows: rabbit anti-activated-Notch1 (1:200,
Abcam), mouse IgG2a anti-amylase G-10 (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), rabbit
anti-beta-catenin (phospho Y654) 1B-11(1:200, ECM Biosciences), goat anti-MMP7
(1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), goat anti-PDX-1 (1:10,000, Abcam), rabbit antiRON 1376-1390 (1:850, Sigma), TROMA III (rat anti-CK19)(8.5µg/mL,
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), and rabbit anti-Dll1 (5µg/mL, Abcam).
Secondary ALEXA’s used were as follows: donkey anti-goat 594, donkey antigoat 647, donkey anti-mouse 350, donkey anti-mouse 647, donkey anti-rabbit 594,
donkey anti-rat 488, goat anti-mouse IgG2a 594, goat anti-rabbit 594, goat anti-rat
488.
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Cell Line Establishment and Maintenance
Primary murine epithelial pancreatic cell lines from RCK and CK mice were
derived by placing 1-2mm3 fresh pancreatic tissue in 75% Matrigel (growth factor
reduced) and 25% FBS in a 60mm dish. The Matrigel mixture was allowed to gel for
30minutes at 37⁰C. Five mL of pre-warmed D20 FFE (high glucose DMEM, 20% FBS,
1µg/mL fetuin, 20ng.mL EGF, 2nM Glutamate, 1mM sodium pyruvate, 1x nonessential amino acids, 200IU/mL of Penicillin, 200µg/mL Streptomycin, and 1x
fungizone) was added and explants cultures were monitored daily for growth and
contamination.
Explants with sufficient outgrowths of epithelial cells were isolated by rinsing
with 1x PBS twice, covering the explants with PBS, and removing the outgrowth of
interest. Cells were moved to a new tube and digested with 0.5% trypsin in versene in
a 1:1 volume at room temperature for ~15 minutes. Cell pellets were re-suspended in
D20 FFE and re-plated onto new tissue culture plastic. Cells were allowed to attach to
plastic overnight, after which the media was removed and transferred to a new well as
additional cultures were found to be generated with this method.
When isolated cultures were confluent, cells were digested with 0.5% trypsin
in versene. When cell growth appeared robust enough, cell lines were transferred to
DMEM Complete media (high glucose DMEM, 10% FBS, 2nM Glutamate, 1mM
sodium pyruvate, 1x non-essential amino acids, 200IU/mL of Penicillin, 200µg/mL
Streptomycin). Cell lines were subsequently scaled up.
Cells were trypsinized as before and resuspended in 1mL DMEM Complete/
T75 flask. Half a mL of this mixture was added to a 1.5mL Nunc tube (Sigma). On ice,
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0.5mL of a 3:1:1 mix of DMEM Complete: FBS: DMSO was added to the Nunc tube
drop-wise. Cells were then placed overnight at -80⁰C and transferred to -125⁰C the
following day until needed.
Cells were thawed in a 37⁰C hot water bath, transferred warmed 1xPBS, and
centrifuged at 1.5 x1000 rpm for 5 minutes. Cells were re-suspended in DMEM
Complete and transferred to a T75 flask. Cells were allowed to attach overnight. The
following day, cells were rinsed with 1xPBS once and media changed.
Western blotting
Cells were grown to 80-95% confluency, rinsed twice with ice cold 1xPBS, and
lysed on ice for 5 minutes with enough RIPA Buffer (0.01% EDTA, 0.01% TRITION
x100, 0.02% TRIS, 0.03% 5M NaCl, 1 tablet/10mL Roche Phosphostop, 1 tablet/
10mL Roche Protease Inhibitor) to cover cells. Lysates were then agitated and
moved to clean tube and kept on ice for 30 minutes with agitation every 10 minutes.
Lysates were then centrifuged at maximum speed for 15 minutes at 4⁰C.
Supernatants were moved to new 1.5mL eppendorf tube and stored at -125⁰C.
Protein concentrations were determined by using Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit
(Pierce) and 30µg of each sample were reduced using 1x NuPAGE LDS Sample
Buffer (Novex), 1x NuPAGE Reducing Antigen (Novex), RIPA Buffer to bring the
volume to 24µl, and heated for 10 minutes at 70⁰C. Samples were then loaded onto a
NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel (Novex) and run at 200V for 50minutes in 1x MOPS
Running Buffer (BioPioneer) with 500µl of NuPAGE Antioxidant (Novex) added to the
middle chamber. Samples were then transferred to a PVDF membrane (Novex) in 1x
NuPAGE Transfer Buffer (Novex), 20% Methanol, and 0.1% NuPAGE Antioxidant at
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30V for 70 minutes. The membrane was then blocked for at least one hour at room
temperature with blocking buffer [5% BSA, 5% BSA + 1% non-fat milk, or 5% non-fat
Milk in 1x TBS-T (0.1% Tween-20) for detection of phosphorylated proteins, phosphoBeta-catenin (Y654) or non-phosphorylated proteins respectively] with constant
agitation. The membrane was then probed with the primary antibody (see below),
diluted in its respective blocking buffer, overnight at 4⁰C with constant agitation. The
membrane was rinsed in 1x TBT-T five times. The membrane was incubated 1 hour
at room temperature with a goat anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibody (1:7500, Santa Cruz Technologies) diluted in 5% non-fat milk in
1x TBS-T. The membrane was rinsed in 1x TBS-T five times as before, and
visualized using Peirce ECL Plus Western Blotting Substrate. Membranes were
stripped with Restore Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Pierce) according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations and reprobed with primary antibody when
appropriate.
Immunoblot membranes were probed with the following rabbit host antibodies:
anti-phospho Akt (1:1000, Cell Signaling), anti-phospho Erk1/2 (1:1000, Cell
Signaling), anti-Beta-catenin(phospho Y654) (1:1000, ECM Biosciences), anti-Akt
(1:1000, Cell Signaling), anti-Erk1/2 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), anti-Beta-catenin
(1:1000, Cell Signaling), and anti-αSMA (1:1000, Abcam 5694). Mouse host
antibodies included anti-Vimentin (30n/mL, Cell BD Transduction Laboratories), antiPan-Keratin (1:1000, Abcam PCK-26), and anti-E-cadherin (1:4000, BD Transduction
Laboratories). Detection of β-actin (1:1000, Sigma), and α-Tubulin (1:1500, Cell
Signaling) were used as loading controls.
RT and qPCR
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Based on different growth rates, the murine epithelial pancreatic cell lines
described above were plated with varying cell concentration. All lines were plated with
cell numbers allowing cell growth to reach 50-60% confluency after 12 hours. Cells
were rinsed with 1x PBS. Treatment groups included DMEM Complete alone, DMEM
Complete with 100ng/ml recombinant murine MSP (R&D 6244-MS), DMEM Complete
with 100 nM of BMS-777607 (Bristol Meyer’s Squibb), or DMEM Complete with a
combination of rmMSP and BMS. If treated with a combination of rmMSP and BMS,
cells were pre-treated with DMEM Complete with BMS for 1 hour at 37⁰C before
changing the media to include rmMSP. All cells were incubated for 12 hours, after
which time RNA was isolated from monolayers using TRIzol Reagent (Ambion)
following the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Possible genomic DNA contamination was eliminated by DNaseI,
Amplification Grade (Invitrogen) treatment. cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg of RNA
using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad) and a BioRad S1000 Thermal Cycler.
qPCR was performed using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (BioRad) with 3µl cDNA
and 300nM primers in a final volume of 20µl. qPCR reactions were performed using a
BioRad C1000 Thermal Cycler as follows: 95⁰C for 30seconds, 40 cycles of 95⁰C for
5 seconds followed by 60.4⁰C for 5 seconds and a plate read, and ending with a melt
curve reading from 65⁰C to 95⁰C in increments of 0.5⁰C for 10 seconds each followed
by a plate read.
The following primers (5’-3’) were used:
Actb F: GCTCTGGCTCCTAGCACC
Actb R: CCACCGATCCACACAGAGTACTTG
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Ctnnb1 F: GATTAACTATCAGGATGACGC
Ctnnb1 R: TTATTAACTACCACCTGGTCC
Dll1 F: GATGACCAACATGGATACTG
Dll1 R: AGTAGTTCAGGTCTTGGTTG
Hes1 F86: AAAATTCCTCCTCCCCGGTG
Hes1 R86:TTTGGTTTGTCCGGTGTCG
Jag1 F: GCAAGACTTGTCAGTTAGATG
Jag1 R: CTGGCAATCAGATTCTTACAG
Mmp7 F: TGTGATGTACCCTACCTATC
Mmp7 R: CGTGTTCCTCTTTCCATATAAC
Mst1 F: AGCCTGAAAAGTTCCTAGAC
Mst R: AGAATTCTCGCTCAACATTC
Mst1r F87: GCCTCGGGAATGACCTACTCT
Mst1r R87: GTGAGAAAATGACGACAGCCAG
Pdx1 F86: TGCCACCATGAACAGTGAGG
Pdx1 R86: GGAATGCGCACGGGTC
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